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Wolf online 2



Chat with all your contacts - fast and easy The official Facebook Messenger App The best free apps you want on your Android UC Browser Mini for Android The fastest browsing experience The excellent social network always on your Android device Download backgrounds, ringtones and apps Wolf
Online 2 is the best animal action mobile game developed by 1Games, full of realistic graphics and animal hunting! The sequel to Wolf Online, a popular animal mobile game that reaches over 10 million downloads, Wolf Online 2 is a real-time online game. Players can become a wolf and hunt animals that
live in different regions, such as deserts, jungles, grasslands and glaciers. Compete with other wolves, and survive the battles with stronger predators in the wilderness ruled by the Law of the Jungle. [Features of the game] 1. Strategic hunting and BattlesPlayers can run, bite, attack other animals and
jump up to bite and hang on to them. Make a surprise attack by hiding behind rocks or bushes, and run into prey to drop them. They can also hunt animals using terrain characteristics.· Especially players can call or locate their colleagues through the Summon or Find a Friend feature. Players can also find
the type, location and direction of the prey by smelling them and approaching them in secret by crawling.· Depending on the nature and types of prey, you need to change the way you hunt and interact with other wolves. Know how to deal with different types of animals that run fast, attack powerfully, or
move around in herds and packs.2. Enhanced graphics and artificial intelligenceY enjoy hunting in the wilderness with realistic background effects and real 3D, such as deserts, swamps, grasslands, forests and icy areas.· Animals react intellectually according to different environmental conditions, such as
their strength, the behaviour of players and the existence of herds and packaging. 3. Create your own unique character! You change the wolf characteristics that meet your tendencies of 3 wolf species (mountain, snow and wildlife). · Customize face, body, legs, tail and skin color to create your own unique
wolf character!4. Realistic Animal Simulator· You play various daily life actions such as drinking water when you're thirsty, sit down and rest when you're stressed, dig the ground, and discharge trash when you're full. · Herbivores move in herds, and baby animals never leave their mothers. Predators are
fierce and ferocious when they're hungry, but they usually aren't, even if you're wrong.5 Guild/Ranking and Cloud Storage System· Enjoy battles by creating and joining a guild that suits your goal. A guild can have its own guild sign. · You also get your hunting skill by each wolf species or by the general
ranking and load your game information on any desired via the cloud system. [About Habitats] · Mountain Wolf: Living in rough and dangerous mountainous areas and forests, the mountain wolf has the most balanced skills skills the three species.· Snow Wolf: Living in white areas covered with cold ice
and snow, the snow wolf has the fastest speed and the best agility to hunt prey.· Wild Wolf: Located in a wild and barren land that still retains the tracks and souls of ancient beasts, the Wild Wolf is the most brutal and aggressive of all three species.· Entrance to Wolf Habitat: You must prevent the
gatekeeper from attacking, and disturbances pass through the gate to invade another wolf species' habitat.· Guardian Habitat: The most powerful, violent and most gigantic dragons live in these areas, created to guard three wild wolf species Mountain, Snow and Wild. · Large-scale Movement of Animals:
Animals that run around all the time, such as water buffaloes and zebras, walk through the wilderness in groups.· Guild Hideout: A place to communicate with other guild members to hunt prey together by summoning different animals This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Wolf
Online 2, the best animal action mobile game full of realistic graphics and the excitement of animal hunting! The sequel to Wolf Online, a popular animal mobile game that reaches over 10 million downloads, Wolf Online 2 is a real-time online game. Players can become a wolf and hunt animals that live in
different regions, such as deserts, jungles, grasslands and glaciers, compete with other wolves and survive the battles with stronger predators in the wilderness ruled by the Law of the Jungle. [Features of the game] 1. Strategic hunting and combat· Players can not only run, bite and attack other animals,
but can also jump up to bite and hang on, make a surprise attack by hiding behind rocks or bushes and encounter prey to drop them. They can also hunt animals using terrain characteristics.· Especially players can call or locate their colleagues via Summon or Find a Friend feature. Players can also find
the type, location and direction of prey by smelling them and approaching them in secret by crawling.· Depending on the nature and types of prey, you need to change the way you hunt and interact with other wolves. Know how to deal with different types of animals that run fast, attack strongly, or move in
herds and packs.2. Improved graphics and artificial intelligence· You'll enjoy wilderness hunting that has become more realistic with background effects and realistic 3D graphics that match the characteristics of each region, such as deserts, marshes, grasslands, forests, and icy areas.· Animals react
intellectually according to different environmental conditions, such as their strength, the behaviour of players and the existence of herds and packaging. 3. Create your own unique character!· You not only the gender, but also the of a wolf who meet your inclinations of 3 wolf species (Mountain, Snow and
Wild). · Customize face, body, legs, tail and skin color to create your own unique wolf character!4. Realistic Animal Simulator· Animal simulator· Can play different daily life actions such as drinking water if you are thirsty, sit down and rest when you are stressed, dig the ground, and discharge waste when
you are full. · Herbivores move in herds and baby animals never leave their mothers. Predators are fierce and ferocious when they're hungry, but usually not even when you're wrong.5 Guild/Ranking and Cloud Storage System· Enjoy battles by creating and joining a guild that suits your goal. A guild can
have its own guild sign. · You also get your hunting skill through each wolf species or by the general ranking and load your game information at any time through the cloud system. [About Habitats] · Mountain Wolf: Living in rugged and dangerous mountainous areas and forests, the Mountain Wolf has the
most balanced skills among the three species.· Snow Wolf: Living in white areas covered with cold ice and snow, the snow wolf has the fastest speed and the best agility to hunt prey.· Wild Wolf: Set in a wild and barren land that still retains the tracks and souls of ancient beasts, the Wild Wolf is the most
brutal and aggressive of all three species.· Entrance to Wolf Habitat: You must prevent the gatekeepers from attacking and disturbances passing through the gate to invade another wolf species' habitat.· Guardian Habitat: The most powerful, violent and largest dragons live in these areas that are created
to guard three wild wolf species Mountain, Snow and Wild. · Large-scale Movement of Animals: Animals that run around all the time, such as water buffaloes and zebras, walk through the wilderness in groups.· Guild Hideout: A place to communicate with other guild members to hunt prey together by
summoning different animalsJurassik Land (You Hunt Dinosaurs.) - Compsognathus Dinosaur- Velociraptor Dinosaur- Dimetrodon Dinosaur- Parasaurolophus Dinosaur- Triceratops Dinosaur 21 Nov 2 020 Version 6.0.1 Add Jurassic Land (You Hunt dinosaurs.) - Compsognathus Dinosaur- Velociraptor
Dinosaur- Dimetrodon Dinosaur- Parasaurolophus Dinosaur- Triceratops DinosaurEl I can see the improvements of the original game, but I also see the slipping back. 1) the wolves, what in the world is going on with them?!?! The body shapes and things like that from the originals was great, it was more
realistic in a way. Also, the adjustment thing is hard to figure out and to assess what's happening. 2) the camera, the viewpoint should always be set with my wolf unless I move it. So when I run and I turn, I don't want to have to pan the camera either. It's just much harder to get right that way. 3) the
checks, maybe there should be a tutorial to walk you through everything. The controls to move seem much more complicated as well. 4) the names, I think this was a problem with the latter, not sure, but if you have it where a name can not be used someone else has it for their wolf, you will run out of
decent, good, nonprofanic (making my own word there) names. 5) there should also be more jacket jacket and stuff like that, too. All of these can be improved, I love what you guys have done so far tho! You've got yourselves getting ready for a great game. Also!!!! Make sure to firewall your game or
whatever. Make it so absolutely no hackers can ruin the game. If you put that in that privacy policy and user agreements, the fine print doesn't matter if you're not going to enforce it and if no one reads it. There should be account bans, from what they used to log in, Game Center, Facebook, whatever. I
really love this game! Wolf Online 2 has a lot of potential, but instead of adding more to the game now. It would make more sense to improve (Bugs) what is now in play. I've encountered many bugs, such as when two wolves collide and latch at the same time, they will either rotate and teleport around the
map until they fall under the map or land on the map. Another bug I randomly encountered occurs on the home screen. When I tried to enter touch here to start the game would not let me enter. Finally the latest and biggest bug/very annoying people are the hackers/modders I've already started to see
speed hackers and a hit hackers... If 1Games doesn't do anything to them. Wolf Online 2 will just end up as: Wolf online, Dinos online, Wild Animals Online, Etc. These are just a fraction of all the problems/bugs in the game. As I said this game has great potential, but all 1Games has to do to make it
better is first to solve the current problems and then take some ideas from the players and add what they would possibly enjoy. Thanks for reading my review. It's a good concept, but the wolf model... geez it is so difficult to adjust it with the wolf move ... and the wolf clips through the ground and the left
front foot is literally so weird that it is different from the others because it literally angles up and the leg is flat and long and literally looks broken. The controls are so hard to understand because there is no tutorial. The walking is so hard to control because you literally hold and pull out the running bar,
while moving, which means you don't even attack while running or moving the camera. A simple button would be much better. If you get coins you hardly get it and I played for an hour and did so many things but barely got 300 coins, while the first upgrades cost over 1300 coins! And it's so hard to hunt
because you don't even attack while running. In the upper left corner it shows you your thirst hungry health and poo meter. My poop meter is always full, but I have no idea how to use it! I click on it, hold it, do everything, but can't even! MAKE A TUTORIAL PLEASE! Everything is so unnecessarily
complicated! You could have kept it simple, like run button! Also the skins are so limited and weird.. but it's a good concept, but I can tell that there is a lot of slackening because your other wolf games looked much better. ★ ★ the developer, 1Games, did not provide details about its privacy practices and
the processing of data to For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer must provide privacy information when submitting the next app update. Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy
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